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Are you ready to share your romance stories with readers around the world?Then this is your

chance to become part of the booming market for short digital romance fiction. Over the past seven

years, I have created 19 award-winning romance novels for two international publishers and over

1.2 million copies have been sold in 28 countries around the world in 23 languages.The good news

is that romance fiction is as popular as it has ever been.Just look at the  Bestsellers top 100 paid

list. It is dominated by romance titles.Writing short romance Kindle books is an ideal home-based

business, with minimal start-up costs. You work where and when you choose, writing the kind of

romance stories that you love to read â€“and then publish them for free! Whatâ€™s more, short

fiction is fast to both read and to write. No more procrastination! You can create passive income

from day one with short romance stories that only took you a few hours to write.This eBook guides

you through an intense Masterclass on the key techniques that you need to start writing short

romance fiction, which you can then publish on the  Kindle platform.As a professional romance

author, I have broken down the process of writing romance fiction into: A complete nine-step plan

packed with the essential information you need to write your own short romance fiction, from

understanding the different types of romance categories through to advanced story structure. A

proven six-layer character development technique to help you to create compelling

three-dimensional characters readers will love!As a bonus, I have included a section with practical

advice on how to transform your manuscript into an eBook.This detailed Fast-Track guide has been

designed to be around 40 minutes long, which means that there is no filler, just quality information

from the start. Your complete starter plan is written in straightforward language and each step has

been tried and tested. I know that it works because this is the system that I use to create my own

award-winning romance fiction!Take a risk and learn How to Write Short Romance Kindle Books

today â€“ it could be the key to a new career and a brilliant entrepreneurial small business.It is much

easier than you think. Just take that first step!NEW SPECIAL OFFER! This eBook is part of the

ROMANCE SELF-PUBLISHING BOOK BUNDLE (Books One to Three): All the Information you

need to Write, Publish and Promote your Romance Kindle Book. Available now at a great sale price.

http://amzn.to/1NpEGx2
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This is short and sweet, I especially liked the bit on Structure, but it was too short. I would have

loved a more hands on approach in seeing how she outlines her own work.The book could've used

more examples and isn't really all that specific on short romances, contrary to what the title

suggests.It's a good starting point and if she'd put a bit more effort in it, it easily would've become 4

stars.

This book tied Vogler, Hauge and Truby studies into a simple "aha" moment of clarity and a chapter

by chapter "of what should go where" . The latter part of the book was especially helpful. There are

also supplemental materials that I just bought from her website at a very, very reasonable price. I

got what I needed to tie up loose ends especially regarding romance and story. No theory, per say,

just get 'it on the page for us pansters.Note: Follow up. I just bought the paperback. Sometimes I

buy a kindle e-book but I need to dog ear and often share it with others on my kindle device. I've

bought other "reference books" after a kindle purchase. It's a Master Class. I bought other Nina

Harrington books on Kindle e-reads. This is the first paperback I went back for. It's worth it. No I

don't know her and yes I'm just a regular customer/writer like you. Peace!



As an aspiring romance writer I have been reading plenty of romance novels and how to advice.

Nina's book provided good advice with good examples. I will consulting her pages as I continue on

with writing my novel.

Nina Harrington's treatment of the how-to's of writing short romantic fiction is a godsend for those

who are fans of the genre but not hardcore fanatics or who simply want to write a better romance.

She takes the reader through plot and character development to help the novice develope a

complete story. If you have ever received a review that went something like "it was a nice premise,

but the characters needed more work to feel three dimensional" or "it was nice except for the giant

plot holes" then this book is for you.

A short but very interesting and useful guide to writing short romance. The advice is similar to what

I've read elsewhere, but it is well presented and absolutely helpful and true. A book I will come back

to as a reference time and again!

Very helpful material! I got a lot out of this class, and it literally took me less than an hour to

complete it, so the title is accurate. This was just what I was looking for, and I am grateful that Nina

took the time to share her knowledge. Thanks Nina!!

This was a fabulous ebook, filled with straight forwardi information. I had planned on this purchase

for a few months. So glad I did. I found the section on publishing most helpful. I would definitely

recommend it and will read it again.Cordially,Sylvia Tharp

Loved the book. Very informative. The author walks the reader step by step down the path to

becoming a romance author.
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